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Day Learning Target Activities Evaluation 

M SWBAT: calculate and compare unit prices, calculate unit 
prices from group prices, compare prices at sales, at 
different stores, and in different amounts, compare the 
cost of rental op�ons, compare the cost of ren�ng vs 
buying 

go over 5.3 HW 
Intro to 5.4, go through examples on 
pgs 202-205 
HW pg 206-207# 10 - 27 
 
HW QUIZ TUESDAY 
TEST Wednesday 

check your HW answers, ask 
Q’s 

T SWBAT: calculate sale tax on purchases, calculated sales 
tax when some items are not taxed, calculate extensions, 
calculate sales slip totals, calculate and compare unit 
prices, calculate unit prices from group prices,  compare 
prices at sales, at different stores, and in different 
amounts, compare the cost of rental op�ons, compare the 
cost of ren�ng vs buying 

CH 5 HW quiz 
Complete & Go over 5.1 - 5.4 review 
pgs 214-15 #11-26 

Ch 5 test 

 
 
W 

SWBAT: calculate sale tax on purchases, calculated sales 
tax when some items are not taxed, calculate extensions, 
calculate sales slip totals, calculate and compare unit 
prices, calculate unit prices from group prices,  compare 
prices at sales, at different stores, and in different 
amounts, compare the cost of rental op�ons, compare the 
cost of ren�ng vs buying 

Ch 5.1 - 5.4 test Ch 5 test grade 

 
TH 

SWBAT: Calculate the down pmt, closing costs, & 
mortgage loan amt, calculate the total interest cost of a 
mortgage loan, calculate the savings from refinancing 
mortgages 

go over 6.1 examples, check for 
understanding w/prac�ce probs 
HW #11-26 pgs 227-28 

check for understanding 
answers 
HW answers 
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F 

SWBAT: Calculate the down pmt, closing costs, & 
mortgage loan amt, calculate the total interest cost of a 
mortgage loan, calculate the savings from refinancing 
mortgages 
SWBAT: calculate the costs of home ownership, the cost of 
ren�ng a home or apt, compare the cost of ren�ng vs 
owning 

go over HW #11-26 pgs 227-28 
go over 6.2 examples, check for 
understanding w/prac�ce probs 
HW #9-16 pgs 233-34 

check for understanding 
answers 
HW answers 

 
 


